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Popular Entertainment No. 1 

(any of them, done by 
itself will be "Pop Ent, 
No, 1 ", Otherwise, with 
several together: 
"Popular Entertainments" 
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A variety of individual entertainers, together . 
each representing a different popular or (especially) folk style 

country music 
hillbilly fiddler 
cocktail sax 
--or piano 
--or combo "sweet music" 
city folk guitar 
singing strings 
ragtime 
Turkish oboe (zurna) 
Japanese tunes on shamisen 
Korean hour-glass drumming (chango) 
pan pipes 
sansa (African thumb piano) 
domra Arab drum; dance drums 

• • • • , 1i l,c. o.ithe,,..Toc. - f>«'\UfS of '11A e."'assiwd., i11ta.,,Ja •xr-e.n-·...,, r---1..rs k.,....._ If- t...--rs A. k.-....L of ,..,,.,,.i,t1, Qot ~ c,f a 
st,ec ~ ,._{ .ti "'41••«- -n.-.o..+ tk.:\ 1,.'"fi .. ~ 1.:the, 11,.. 
Cl. F."t-.&._.t:'1 st~ eKo.-ptL w-tJ foe-•~ ~t.:-.. °"' ,ts 
setf .,..t'1 . 

: there ltlGY be included an element from the borderline of 
the Western traditions : 

melodramatic or coloratura from 
the old opera gypsy or the like in 
"concert" adaptations 
B'way musical shows, sentimen
tal "hits" 

clarinet obligatos, mili
tary march 

cantorial, devotional 

( l(qe_ {(1& "f. I,,. 4l 'fflt1'd\ jlll'f" of fl.& ««(c...,£le 1 1k 6VWt£L 

e[«t tt """'"• ,s !!!1t" 1-·~• ~i1ic.J. -T1ic.sc. M-{4.w 
Soln~wlla.t" lv,tfo.., ..,.J. r.tfc.,.;r,ouS -tt..1s -re.,,J. -GM, ~..t 
,·ft <~ .ft,,., .:.-p-,--1 ~ sr...u r· .., •-1'.e, !l ...,.i,-+1. l 

; also nice little things like nursing 
tunes on a toy piano. Or children's 
songs. 
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iemble texture, of strumming and introductory ••• 

chords, snatches-tryings out 
gradual introduction of all the players I I 
and in space, either from wings of stage or entrances and ~ 

also around the hall, easy movement toward a central place I ... 
-during this time, enough individual attention to the over- ' 

all effect that everyone at some point may play out a piece ~.• 
of his selection and it stand out for a moment clearly 
heard, ~ I 
Then, moving into full presentation .. 
Disperse through space, among spectators, around even I 
here, being ins and outs of activity, and ups and downs I 
of levels of it. let this come out of the feeling of the per- • 
formers, who having lived through this a number of times I I 
get a clear sense of ensemble and relations. • 

*This note not to exclude that play- • 
ers, appropriately supported by the J 
mass texture, will not want to give 
out with full and imaginative 
moments. 

It comes to refocus. To climax. Together and close, on 
center stage. And out with continuous performing, growing. 

* That note not to need inhibiting at this point. Players 
go off at individual chores. Keeping up their art to their 
place of exit, especially the later ones-That it not be a 
petering out at all. But joyous and alive to the last time. 

....... -.... 
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1 
• f The loop-full room : might be with some other thing 

.... p aymg, or a song & dance 

One player who is soon joined by 
another ... and another another, joining 
harmonizing increase the participators. 
everyone wanting to join in . 

another one 
another music. playing and joined in 

and others--increasing clusters of independent singers and 
players, their popular musics, beats and 
harmonies floating together 

with dancers (if) to the beats ..... steps of each particular style 

spread out the space. Try to interpenetrate, the groups pass 

through each other, sharing the space and being coherent 



~s a place for slower solo (be it the 
incongruous classic-sou/ be it a one 
of the mode and with it but on the 
border of feeling and questionable) 
The spf!ce is spotted upon, as she 
enters _,t. Take it while the din.is 
mounting! Only late in time will the 
permission be to listenable. But 
that does come 

DANCING MUSIC, 
Beat-beat on tape-continuous and long, make it up of 
many selections (rock 'n roll) fragments joined together
sometimes sharp splice, sometimes dissolved into 
each other, occasionally even overlapped But-always 
the same tempo never lose a beat. Choose wild 
driving ones, played (must be) from speakers surrounding 
engulfing the area, overpowering loud and bass 
brought-up so the sheer pulse drowns everything. 

(visual amplificating and multiplying relatively 
optional) 

10,000 teen-age girls* twisting frugging jerking 
swimming rocking monkeying grinding dogging rolling 

o~-t / J.oo, - s~J.e. 

a,e._ mi,..sic. 

variety in lengthy performance
moments, glimpses
concentrations in space 
pauses of some resting 
pauses of some resting 
spotlite on a solo, moving 

sound: directions ol special 
sounding 

only 
occasional 

*will the boys in time move in join on? 

\ 1'-e. Af1ic:a~s doi~ our 11(.w "4,.c..c.s . o.,, 11&w 
.,,.cc.s doi"f i-.. 11...!i-tiofloe 1:;orie ,os~,ne.. 

Womc11 i11 ~°l'tc.ts. ~ri1it ...... 1 of c; .. ·tizat,"ott 

MvA11ae.J 1i -ri.L Cl. f"'.,.;~,vc. ploy,ic.al 
c/ott.i"j e.1.ti~l.ic.,,, .... e. ... t"" / 



A checklist of Great Bear Pamphlets 

Bengt af Klintberg, The Cursive Scandinavian 
Salve. Short, lyric Happenings by the brilliant Swedish 
anthropologist /poet. $0.80 

David Antin, Autobiography. As the title sug
gests, these ore informal recollections and collages by 
the well-known Brooklyn poet. $0.80 

George Brecht, Chance-Imagery. This 1957 
article remains the basic one for the techniques and 
philosophy of chance in the arts. $0.80 

John Cage, Diary: Change the World (You 
Will Only Make Matters Worse} Part 3 (1967). 
The latest ,n a series of essays in which Cage reflects 
lyrically on social questions. Printed in two colors 
structured by chance by the author. $1.50 

Philip Corner, Popular Entertainments. The 
largest collage composition by the brilliant young com
poser. $1.00 

Robert Filliou, A Filliou Sampler. Typical short 
works by the only poet among France's nouveaux 
reolistes. $0.80 

Al Hansen, Incomplete Requiem for W. C. 
Fields. The gorgeous poem read by the artist in on 
early (1958) Happening while Fields' movies were pro
jected on his bore chest. $0.60 

Dick Higgins, A Book About Love & War & 
Death, Canto One. The earliest (1960-1962) section 
of Higgins' largest work, designed to be read only 
aloud. $0.60 

Allan Kaprow, Some Recent Happenings. Typ
ical scenarios by the !other of the Happening. $0.60 

Allan Kaprow, Untitled Essay and Other 
Works. The historic statement which accompanied the 
text of the first published Happening (1958) with a 
sampling of characteristic scenarios. $0.80 

Alison Knowles, by Alison Knowles. All the 
early performance pieces and events by the pioneering 
printer /artist of Four Suits lame. $0.40 

Jackson Mac Low, The Twin Plays. Two of 
this most inventive poet's most exciting experimental 

dramas, using identical linguistic formal structures but 
in different versions of English. $0.80 

Manifestos. Calls-to-arms by Ay-o, Philip Cor
ner, the W. E. B. DuBois Clubs, Oyvind Fohlstrom, 
Robert Filliou, John Giorno, Al Hansen, Dick Higgins, 
Allon Ko prow, Alison Knowles, Nam June Paik, Diter 
Rot, Jerome Rothenberg, Wolf Vostell, Robert Watts 
and Emmett Williams. A double pamphlet. $1.00 

Claes Oldenburg, lnjun and Other Histories. 
Two very early scenarios ( 1958) from before Pop-art. 
With two drawings. $1.00 

Diter Rot, a LOOK into the blue tide, port 2. 
die blaue flut ("the blue tide") is this Icelandic in
novator's hugest work, and part 1 is a book in itself. 
These are selected pages from part 2. Heavily illus
trated. $0.80 

Jerome Rothenberg, Ritual: A Book of Prim
itive Rites and Events. A delightful anthology of 
Polynesian, Melanesian and American Indian events 
and performance pieces selected and adopted by the 
well-known poet, translator and editor. $0.60 

Luigi Russolo, The Art of Noises. This Futurist 
is generally credited with being the !other of noise 
music, and his classic 1913 manifesto, L'Arte dei 
Rumori, hos till now been difficult to obtain. $0.80 

Wolf Vostell, Berlin and Phenomena. Two 
chorocteristi c Deco 11/ age-Happening scenarios by 
Europe's best-known Hoppener. $0.80 

Emmett Williams, the last french-fried po
tato and other poems. A small bouquet of typical 
recent works by one of the founders of Concrete Poetry. 
$0.80 

A Zaj Sampler. Examples of the highly original 
and inventive concept performances and non-perform
ances by Spain's first avant-garde group of interna
tional importance since the Spanish Civil War. Works 
by Jose-Luis Castillejo, Romiro Cortes, Javier Martines 
Cuadrado, Juan Hidalgo, Walter Marchetti, Tomas 
Marco, and Eugenio de Vicente. $1.00 

Combination price for the whole series: $15.00 
Please send checks payable to Something Else Press, Inc, to 160 Fifth Avenue, New York, 

NY l 00 l 0: prepaid orders will not be charged postage or sales tax. 
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